
STARTER (10 mins) 
Homophones - what are they? How many can we name? (See/Sea, Which/Witch, Buy/By, 
Weather/Whether, To/Two/Too, One/Won, Break/Brake, Bear/Bare). With a partner, try to 
think of some sentences that use the wrong homophone, e.g. I went to the cupboard, but 
it was bear. Share your sentences with the rest of the group.

Question to group - why is it sometimes funny when we make a mistake in our language? 

Teaching sequence 1 – joke writing (60 mins)

Key objective 
For children to write and 
tell simple jokes using 
homophones

Description 
Joke telling is a tradition that goes way back through the centuries. 
Even literary geniuses like Chaucer and Shakespeare threw in a few 
gags from time to time to bring light relief to their audiences. This 
set of activities aims to give pupils the opportunity to write and then 
deliver their own jokes to their partner and then a wider audience.

Literacy outcomes 
*  Understand and subvert 

homophones for comic 
effect

*  Practise delivery of a 
prepared joke for an 
audience

*  Understand and use 
simple question and 
answer structures

Teacher notes on delivery  
Many of these jokes will be bad. Poor, poor jokes that make you and 
your class groan in a way that you never really thought was possible - 
but that is perfectly fine. Bizarrely, the ‘quality’ jokes that are created in 
this session might well be the ones that you consider ‘the worst’. 

The shared experience of telling a joke that has a terrible punchline 
is one which children will not only enjoy but will also encourage their 
competitive side in trying to ‘outdo’ their working partners and peers 
in the room. This is the very basics of what comedians often refer to 
as ‘riffing’ and should only be encouraged.

Resources 
Clips: The Dog Ate My 
Homework - Bad Joke 
Corner

* Match cards - Set-ups 
and punchlines

* Pupil-facing slides

* Prop microphone 
(optional) 

Differentiation  
It is important to remember that not all children will have the same level of 
confidence approaching this task. Some will be confident telling their joke 
to a partner, some to the whole class and some to an even wider audience 
like a concert or assembly. Activity leaders should try to establish what a 
child is comfortable with and then see if they can go ‘to the next level’.

Could joke telling be the way to help your pupils progress with their 
speaking skills? Learning short jokes could be a stepping-stone to 
developing much longer recited pieces or even give a student the self-
confidence to stand up in front of the whole class for the first time. Try 
some joke telling in your classroom and watch their confidence grow.

Getting engaged
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How many tickles does it 
take to make an octopus 
laugh?

Tweetment! 

What do you give a sick 
bird? 

Tooth hurty 

What do you call a man 
with a spade on his head? 

The ghost of Christmas passed! 

What’s the best time to 
go to the dentist?

Ten tickles!

How did Ebeneezer 
Scrooge win the football 
game?

Doug

ACTIVITY (35 mins) 
Watch the clip from The Dog Ate My Homework that is available online at bbc.co.uk/
comedyclassroom on the Primary page. Which jokes were funny? What makes them 
‘bad’ jokes? 

Why do we find bad jokes funny? Did any of the joke tellers use homophones?

Play the match up game and see if you can match the punchline with the set-up line. 
Once you have matched them up, read the jokes out to the class. Which one does the 
class think was the funniest and why? 

Each joke uses a homophone in some way - can we spot where the homophones are?  Are 
there any that are almost homophones but have been changed in some way to make the 
joke funny? 

Have a go at writing your own jokes using homophones. If you have to change or make 
up words a little bit to make the joke work then don’t worry, that’s half the fun. Share 
your jokes with your partner and see which ones your partner likes the most. 

PLENARY (15 mins) 
Choose your best joke to share with the rest of the class - ensuring as much as possible 
that this part of the lesson uses volunteers who are confident enough to share their 
work publicly. Give each volunteer a round of applause as they come up to share their 
jokes.

Vote as a class on which joke you found the funniest and which one got the biggest groan 
of the day. 

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES 
Can you craft your jokes into a whole routine? Is there a way of linking your jokes 
together? Maybe you could write a whole series of jokes that are just about cheese... or 
dancing... or cats. Anything goes. The world, as they say, is your oyster! (Or any other 
kind of seafood if that’s the sort of thing you like...). You’ve come up with some crackers 
- let’s use them to ‘have a write laugh’. 
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Print out or photocopy and cut up the following table and then 
try to match the set-ups with their punchlines.

Match up the joke/punchline game 

   Set-ups                           Punchlines
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